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and unconscious elements, or, as in mathematics, a common
function of real and imaginary factors ^
Besides the will—whose importance must not be thereby
denied—we have also creative phantasy, an irrational,
instinctive function, which alone has the power of yielding
the will a content of such a character as can unite the
opposites. It is this function which Schiller intuitively
apprehended as the source of symbols; but he termed
it 'play-instinct', and therefore could make no Further
use of it for the motivation of the will. In order to obtain
this content of the will he went back to the intellect and in
doing so allied himself to one side, But he is surprisingly
near to our problem when he says:
" The power of sensation must, therefore, be destroyed before
law (i.e. rational will) can bo established. It is not forthwith
accomplished when something has a beginning which before
had none, Man cannot immediately pass from sensation to
thinking; he must take a step backwards, since only when one
determinant is abolished can its opposite take its place. Ilo must
be momentarily free from every determinant and paaa through a
condition of pure determinability, Accordingly he must in some
way return to that negative state of pure non-determination
which he enjoyed before ever any sort of impression was mad$
upon his senses. But that was a state entirely empty of content,
whereas now our chief concern is to harmonize an equal non-
determination and an unlimited dctcrminability with the groutcat
possible fullness; because forthwith from this condition must
something positive result. The determination, which he receives
through sensation, must therefore be maintained, since he must
not lose reality ; but at the same time, in so far as it is a restriction,
it should be abolished, because an unlimited doterminability must
be permitted."—Letter XX, p. 104.
With the help of what has been said above, this difficult
passage can easily be understood, if only we bear in mind
1 I must emphasize the point that 1 am here presenting only this
function in principle, Further contributions to this very complex
problem, for which, in particular, the manner of accepting unconscious
material into consciousness has a fundamental importance, will b*
found in my work: La structure de I'inconsciBnt (Archms && Psyehologu,
Dec. 1916); also in my paper: The Psychology of Unconscious Pro*
cesses (Collected Papers, ch, xiv)

